
D I A M O N D  G U I D E



At Stephens Jewellers we are committed to working 
with you to ensure you find the diamond ring of your 
dreams.

Our qualified diamond consultants undergo extensive 
training to ensure we provide the best service and 
advice.

10 frequently asked questions about  
Diamonds and Diamond Ring designs. 

Where do we start? It is a daunting process seeing 
so many rings on display!

Why do diamond rings vary so much in price even 
when they are similar in size?

I would like this to be a surprise but what if the 
design is not quite right?

Can you explain the different cuts and why some 
sparkle more than others?

How do I know the diamond I am buying is  
genuinely what you say it is?

My partner works with children or in healthcare, 
which setting style is best?

What about matched sets – is it better to buy the 
wedding band now too?

Can you explain the different styles and settings 
and which will wear best over time?

We saw a design we liked on holiday or browsing 
online, can you make one like this?

What sort of guarantees do you provide?
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Owner of Stephens Jewellers stores, Stephen Schneider, 
personally works with Diamond Merchants and design 
houses around the world to ensure we have an outstanding 
collection of quality diamonds, set in inspirational ring 
designs, that represent on trend design and deliver 
outstanding value.

Our highly trained diamond consultants also understand 
that in today’s information technology influenced world, 
you can easily be overloaded with technical jargon.  
We can help – confidently answering your questions 
and addressing any myths or misunderstandings you 
may have about Mother Nature’s most precious gift.  

With private consulting suites in both Shepparton  
and Echuca, we provide confidential, specialist  
diamond selection and design services, combining a 
wealth of personal experience with industry leading,  
computer-based, design technology.

Our expert craftsmen can create you a unique diamond 
ring that is unlike any other in the world and is crafted 
with precision and a passion for excellence.



To make sure your 
ring is a ring like  
no other. 
Stephens Jewellers specialist design service enables  
us to create the ring of your dreams, whether it be an  
engagement ring to symbolise your unique love,  
a wedding band or special anniversary ring.

We combine the latest technology and design resources, 
with our many years of experience and a highly skilled 
specialist team to bring your unique diamond ring to life.

If you have seen a ring style you like in the past or have 
an image, show our design specialists. If we don’t have 
something similar from our vast selection, we can  
create it for you, always ensuring we understand your 
lifestyle and adapt the design to fit within your budget 
parameters.

Incorporating a family heirloom into your unique design 
is easily achieved. We can restore to the original condition 
or we can replicate the original design and include  
more diamonds. We can also melt down the gold and  
incorporate it in a new modern design. Rest assured we 
can work with you to achieve a beautiful reincarnation 
that can be handed down to future generations.



CLAW SET  There are many subtle 
variations in the number of claws we 
incorporate in a design and the style 
of the coronet that supports and 
secures your precious diamond. 

BEZEL SET  Widely considered the 
most suitable setting for people who 
wish to wear their ring in physically 
demanding or personal working 
conditions such as healthcare or 
hospitality. 

CORNER SET  An adaptation of 
the rub over or bezel where the 4 
pointed corners of a Princess cut 
diamond are secured to provide 
optimum light refraction through 
the stone.

TENSION SET  Breathtakingly 
beautiful this modern setting style 
shows off the full proportions of 
your feature diamond in dramatic 
style.

HALO PLATE SETTING  Today’s 
take on the classic cluster the halo 
of smaller diamonds set with fine 
claws surround the feature centre 
diamond making a spectacular 
sparkling statement in style. The halo 
can be adapted to virtually any cut 
of Diamond and the centre stone 
can be claw or bezel set.

FLOWER CLUSTER  Elegantly 
beautiful and a flower-like balance 
between the featured centre stone 
and surrounding claw set brilliant 
cut diamonds this is a timeless 
classic design style.



Appreciating 
a diamonds 
rarity and value. 
Understanding the 4 C’s
Stephens Jewellers vast network of diamond merchants 
allows us to secure the most unique diamonds direct 
from the source. Unlike many retail jewellers, our design 
team will happily source a selection of loose diamonds 
for you to personally view and select your individual  
feature diamond. Ensuring we deliver the finest  
diamonds, offering the best value in your price range.  
There are many benefits to making such a significant 
purchase locally rather than online or off a certificate 
without actually viewing your diamond.

CUT The most defining characteristic of any diamond is 
its cut. This determines the symmetry of the stone, its overall 
proportions and its ability to reflect light. How a cutter cuts 
and polishes a diamond will affect the amount of sparkle 
and brilliance that comes from the stone when it interacts 
with light. How light strikes the surface, how much enters 
the diamond and in what form that light returns to your eye 
– cut dictates all this and more. 

Heavy Deep Cut Ideal Cut Light Shallow Cut



COLOUR White diamonds naturally throw a variety of 
colours, ranging from the rarest, clear diamonds to those 
that have a yellow or brown tint. The less colour, the higher 
the grade and value. A universal colour scale classifies 
diamonds from D (colourless) to Z (light yellow or brown). 
Diamonds without colour are rare. Stephens Jewellers 
predominantly supply nearly colourless, F/G/H diamonds 
for optimum balance in beauty and value.
Naturally occurring rare coloured diamonds such as Pink, 
Yellow and Chocolate diamonds are graded against their 
own unique colour grading system.

CLARITY All diamonds contain microscopic traces of  
minerals, gases and other elements that were trapped 
within them when they were formed millions of years ago. 
Natures birthmarks can take many forms such as white 
or clear bubbles, feather-like fine lines and black carbon 
spots. The highly skilled diamond cutters refine and polish 
each stone to provide maximum brilliance and proportion 
to the point where these minute birthmarks are rarely  
visible to the naked eye. The rarest and most valuable  
of diamonds are referred to as flawless, through to slightly 
included and visibly included. In the majority of cases these 
inclusions are trapped within the stone and have no  
bearing on the durability of the diamond.

CARAT WEIGHT The rated size of a diamond is a  
measurement of weight, measured in carats. One diamond 
carat weighs 200 milligrams. The industry weighs smaller 
diamonds using a point system, with every 100 points  
being equal to 1 carat. Larger diamonds are rarer than 
smaller diamonds, so all other factors being equal, a single 
1-carat stone is worth more than four quarter carat stones 
put together. However, the rarity and value of a diamond  
is determined by a combination of all of the four C’s in  
harmony. Size alone does not determine value.
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Popular Diamond Cuts

ROUND

ASSCHER

TRILLION

OVAL

PRINCESS

EMERALD

TRIANGLE

MARQUISE

CUSHION

PEAR

HEXAGON

BAGUETTE

RADIANT

HEART

SQUARE

TAPERED 
BAGUETTE



8 Hearts 8 Arrows

Passion8 diamonds are innovators and leaders in  
diamond cutting, offering Australia’s true Hearts  

and Arrows diamond.

When looked at through a Passion8 Hearts and Arrows 
viewer every round Passion8 diamond exhibits the 

vivid and symmetrical pattern of eight perfect hearts 
and eight perfect arrows, the very hallmark which sets 
a Passion8 diamond apart from other round diamonds, 

and the reason why Passion8 diamonds visibly  
shine brightly forever.



Pink Kimberley jewellery is crafted from an exquisite 
blend of white diamonds and natural Australian pink 
diamonds from the Argyle Diamond Mine, which is  
located at the East Kimberley region of Western 
Australia. These pink diamonds are the rarest & most 
precious diamonds in the world.



Deliciously Different 
Australian Chocolate 
Diamonds

We are proud to introduce you to the beauty and 
perfection of Australian Chocolate diamonds.

Sourced from the world renowned Argyle Diamond 
Mine in Western Australia, these stones are truly 
stunning. Each one comes with its own ‘Diamond Story’ 
certificate containing all you need to know about its 
origins, its Argyle lot number, colour and clarity and an 
independent grading certification. Each stone is laser 
engraved with its own unique serial number.

www.acdiamonds.com.au



Diamond 
Certification  
& Independent 
Valuations
A small percentage of the world’s rare diamonds are 
independently assessed and graded under a set of  
strict standards to assess the purity and quality of the 
cutting of the individual stone. The diamond certificate 
provides us with a unique mapping of the birthmarks 
and individual character of the individual diamond. 
Ultimately, the grading of each unique diamond comes 
down to a combination of all factors that determine each 
individual diamonds rarity value and unique beauty.

Importantly the vast majority of diamonds sold and 
traded are not certified as there is an underlying cost 
and time factor associated with this process. This in no 
way suggests these diamond are inferior, as they too are 
graded to the same set of criteria and must fall within 
the 4C’s framework.

INDEPENDENT VALUATION SERVICE
To ensure we are delivering true value and a transparent 
purchase, Stephens Jewellers provide a complimentary  
insurance valuation of your individual ring design,  
carried out by an independent registered valuer.  
The valuer assesses the complete ring design and  
provides a current market replacement value. 



Gold is the perfect precious metal for jewellery 
manufacturing as it doesn’t rust, tarnish or corrode. It can 
combine with other metals to make it more durable and 
create variations in the finished colour. In recent times 
Platinum, known for its alluring lustre and durability,  
has grown in popularity as an alternative to white gold.

Precious metals

9CT OR 18CT GOLD  
18ct gold is 18/24 parts or 
75% (750) pure gold and is 
heavier than 9ct gold, which 
is 9/24 parts or 37.5% (375) 
pure gold. 18ct yellow gold 
has a richer, more golden 
colour than 9ct and tends to 
retain its appearance better 
as it ages over the years. For 
this reason, 18ct is preferred 
for engagement and 
matching wedding rings.

WHITE & ROSE 
GOLD 
Pure yellow gold can 
be mixed with different 
alloys to create popular 
colours such as white or 
rose gold. Today, many 
rings incorporate multiple 
colours, which gives you the 
freedom to mix and match 
white, rose and yellow gold 
to create your perfect ring. 
White gold jewellery is 

generally finished with a 
surface coating of rhodium, 
another natural metal that 
gives the bright finished 
lustre. This coating will 
need reapplying over 
time to retain white gold 
brilliance.

PLATINUM & 
PALLADIUM 
Unlike other white metals, 
platinum and palladium do 
not require rhodium plating 
and their natural brilliance 
makes them the perfect 
choice for jewellery that will 
last virtually forever. 



Affordable finance solutions
We appreciate that buying the diamond of your dreams 
is a special and significant purchase. Many clients opt 
for one of our finance solutions as a way of spreading 
the financial load.

TAKE HOME LAY-BY
Certegy Ezipay – no interest ever finance option. 

SPECIAL ORDER LAY-BY
Traditional 3 month lay-by – pay a 20% deposit  
to secure the order, and the balance can be paid  
in instalments over 12 weeks.

Exclusive  
Customer Club
STEPHENS EXCLUSIVE CUSTOMER BENEFITS*
Purchasing your engagement ring or wedding bands 
from a Stephens Jewellers store automatically qualifies 
you to membership of our Exclusive Customer Club, 
providing you with the following benefits:

•  Stephens Jewellers  
Exclusive Customer  
welcome pack

•  Free cleaning of your 
engagement and  
wedding bands

•  One free resize of your 
new ring within 5 years

•  One free rhodium  
coating of your new  
white gold ring

•  Free cleaning of up to 10 
jewellery items per year

•  No obligation jewellery 
inspection and care  
recommendations

•  1st year membership 
anniversary gift

• Exclusive special offers

•  Special preview  
invitations to promotions 
and events 

*Some conditions and product exemptions apply.  
Ask your consultant for full details.



*Please ask in-store for guarantee limitations and conditions.

The information presented in this booklet is intended as a guide to be 
used in consultation with your Stephens Jewellers trained Diamond 
consultant. Management reserves the right to update any information 
contained within this document at its discretion as diamond technology 
updates become available. We thank our valued diamond merchant 
partners for the supply of industry reference material in the compilation 
of this unique consumer guide. Diamond sizes shown & shapes  
indicated are a pictorial guide only.

Seven year peace of mind 
guarantee
Every fine diamond jewellery item purchased from  
Stephens Jewellers is supported by our exclusive Peace  
of Mind, Seven Year Jewellery Maintenance Guarantee.

STEPHENS PEACE OF MIND SUPPORT:

  Seven year protection against any  
manufacturing defect 

  1st anniversary inspection and free gift

  One complimentary ring resize

  One complimentary white gold ring  
rhodium resurfacing

  Complimentary insurance valuation

  Annual check-up with recommended maintenance 
requirements

  Professional complimentary cleaning service

   Membership of Stephens Exclusive Customer Club



w w w . s t e p h e n s j e w e l l e r s . c o m . a u

Stephen Schneider, the proud owner/operator of  
Stephens Jewellers, regularly travels overseas to ensure 
Stephens Jewellers delivers exceptional diamond value 
from an international network of diamond merchants. 

“Our group of highly skilled diamond consultants look 
forward to helping you find your individual solution 
to the diamond design of your dreams. We trust that 
you find the information in this booklet valuable and 
rest assured our goal is to ensure we provide you with 

accurate advice, styling recommendations, exceptional 
quality, value and peace of mind.”


